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w.e.f. 2014-15

Semester V

(Three lectures per week)

**Module I – Public Finance - I**


**Module II – Public Finance - II**


**Module III – Financial Markets**


**References**


Subject – Business Economics

Semester – VI

(Three lectures per week)

Module I – International Trade

Theories of International Trade: Comparative Cost Theory, Heckscher Ohlin Theory, Terms of Trade: Meaning & Types – Gains from Trade (with offer curves)

Module II – Balance of Payment and WTO

Concept & Structure of BOP, Causes of disequilibrium, Measures to correct disequilibrium in BOP-India’s BOP position since 1991- WTO Agreements with reference to TRIPS, TRIMS and GATS

Module III – Foreign Exchange Market

Concept of Foreign exchange Rate: Spot and Forward, Foreign exchange market: Functions & Dealers- Arbitrage and speculation- Equilibrium Exchange Rate Determination –Purchasing Power Parity theory-RBI’s intervention in foreign exchange rate management since 1991 (stages)

References


INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL SEMESTER EXAMINATION FOR SEMESTER V & VI

INTERNAL EXAMINATION
The Internal Examination will be for 40 marks and is split into –
1. One test for 20 marks containing objective questions.
2. 10 marks for project or assignment
3. 05 marks for overall conduct and 05 marks for active participation

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION
Question Paper Pattern for Semester End Examination.
There will be four questions in all. All the questions are COMPULSORY and will have internal choice. (Total marks: 60).
Q1. Module I
Three questions: A, B, C. Attempt any two – (Total marks 15)
Q2. Module II
Three questions: A, B, C. Attempt any two – (Total marks 15)
Q3. Module III
Three questions: A, B, C. Attempt any two – (Total marks 15)
Q4. Objective questions: (Total 15 Marks)
   a) True or false, with reasons (8 marks): Two statements from each module for 02 marks each. Total 06 statements. Attempt any 04 (4X2=8).
   b) Multiple Choice Questions (7 marks): Three questions from each module for 01 mark each. Total 09 questions. Attempt any 07 (7X1=7).
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